NEW YORK, WASHINGTON (III/2-AJ4/3.20/Ve)
STUDENT´S WORKSHEET
Task I. Match the beginnings with the endings to form landmarks of NY or Washington.
1. Statue of ...
2. Washington ...
3. Central ...
4. Guggenheim ...
5. U. S. ...
6. Manhattan ...
7. NY Stock ...
8. Lincoln ...
9. White ...
10. Brooklyn ...
11. Empire State ...
12. The Big ...
13. New
14. Wall ...
15. District of ...

a/ Bridge
b/ Apple
c/ Street
d/ Capitol
e/ Columbia
f/ Memorial
g/ Building
h/ skyline
i/ Amsterdam
j/ Liberty
k/ Exchange
l/ Monument
m/ House
n/ Park
o/ Museum

1. ___, 2. ___, 3. ___, 4. ___, 5. ___, 6. ___, 7. ___, 8. ___, 9. ___, 10. ___,
11. ___, 12. ___, 13. ___, 14. ___, 15. ___
Task II. Now write the names of the landmarks under the pictures.

1.________________________________

4.__________________

2._____________

5._________________________
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3._______________

6.____________________

7._____________

8._______________________

10.___________________

9.______________

11.______________________

Task III. Read the article about New York and answer the questions below.
New York - The Big Apple
Ex-mayor of New York, Ed Koch, called New York City "The Big Apple" in a speech, and the name stuck. The Big Apple is a symbol that
captures the feeling of a city that is very big and very busy. For example, there are so many restaurants in New York that you could eat
in a different one every day of your life. New Yorkers say," Everything happens in New York...". There is
truth behind this. By world standarts the city is relatively young, and perhaps this is one reason for its
liveliness.
New York was founded by the Dutch merchant sailors who settled there in the 16th century
and called it New Amsterdam. Manhattan, the island between the Hudson and the East River which is
now the city centre, was bought from the local native American tribe for 24 dollars.
The Dutch influence is still apparent in New York names like Harlem which was originally Haarlem (a Dutch city) and the
Bronx from Broncks, a Dutch family name. In 1664, the Dutch were forced out by the British, who renamed the city New York.
Adapted from magazine Bridge
Vocabulary:
ex-mayor - bývalý starosta

stuck - přetrvat, zůstat

liveliness - živost, rušnost

be founded - být založen

tribe - kmen

apparent - zřejmý, patrný

1.

Who used the name The Big Apple for the first time?

_________________________________________________________________________________

2.

Why do the New Yorkers think the city is so lively?

_________________________________________________________________________________

3.

Who founded New York?

4.

What was its original name?

5.

What two rivers make Manhattan an island?

6.

How high was the price of Manhattan?

7.

Is there still any Dutch influence?

8.

What happened in 1664?

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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